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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Shepparton Partners Collective Operations Pty Ltd v QAD Inc (FCAFC) - infringement of
software copyright - continued use of software to operate the business after it purchased software subject to licence agreement between previous owner of business and software owner
- compensatory damages - additional damages - appeal dismissed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Shepparton Partners Collective Operations Pty Ltd v QAD Inc [2021] FCAFC 206
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia
Greenwood, Jagot, and Rofe JJ
Damages - assessment - calculation of loss - method of assessment - appeal against decision
of Federal Court of Australia (FCA) - relevant matter concerned appeal against damages respondent company owned relevant software - relevant company relied on software to operate
various aspects of business - authorised to use software by way of licence agreement appellant subsequently purchased relevant business - continued to use software to operate
business - respondent asserted that appellant infringed copyright - required payment of fee to
transfer licence which applicant refused - applicant denied any infringement and contended
implied licence to use software - FCA held that appellant infringed copyright in software of
respondents - assessed compensatory damages to be paid by appellant - required appellant to
pay $500,000 in additional damages - finding that argument that maintenance fee was not head
of loss reasonably foreseeable by appellant was immaterial - finding that appellant could have
reasonably foreseen that maintenance fee would be part of damages - finding that connection
between compensatory and additional damages was not quantifiable or proportional - finding
that not possible to identify any particular part or proportion of award to reflect connection
between compensatory and additional damages - appeal dismissed.
Shepparton Partners Collective Operations Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Friday, 26 November 2021]
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Poem for Friday
Nothing Gold Can Stay
By: Robert Frost
Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
ROBERT FROST
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